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Ever since I read about Zack Arias on The Strobist blog I've been
a fan of his photographic style and I've enjoyed his generous
lessons such as the 5-part White Seamless Tutorial. To the right
is a photo I took after mastering the inverse square law of light
in part 2 of Zack's tutorial. This was shot on white seamless
believe it or not. Ok, this was one gridded main light at F22 and
two bare bulb strobe heads behind him for rim light, but what
the hell, that's my style.

When I learned that Zack has a DVD of his popular workshop for
sale, I checked out the site and watched the promo video of the
workshop. I'm always looking to learn new photography skills so I
ordered the DVD set of One Light Workshop right away.
The DVD just arrived so I can't review it yet, but I have to say that Zack is one hell of a
marketer! Included with the 2 Disc DVD set was a handy lighting field book to keep in
the gear bag, and some One Light bumper stickers, and a One Light T-Shirt, and a
music DVD produced by his wife. That's quite a package.
I'll be completing my photography work at CDIA by the end of this year and will launch
a formal small photography business. The 10 hour Strobist DVD set was a treasure
chest of speedlight skills which I devoured this past summer, and I expect to fully
immerse myself in One Light Workshop (as well as the Joey Lawrence DVD tutorial)
very soon.

"People are happier when they're lit" - Love that tag line Zack!
If you're in Boston tomorrow for the Photoshop CS4 for Photographers Tour, I'll see
you there!

